A Paradigm Shift: Dynamic Auscultation with ECG

SEE WHAT YOU HEAR

StethVET Features:
- Smart Amplification to amplify diagnostic sounds and cancel noise
- Visualization capabilities augment traditional audio analysis by highlighting structural, mechanical, electrical, and ischemic abnormalities
- Proprietary algorithms further enable visual alerts to assist diagnosis
- Real-time Bluetooth transmission of cardiac waveforms to smart device

Advantages of ECG Integration
- Improves accuracy of diagnosis for Veterinarian
- Enables early detection of cardiac problems
- Cost effective diagnosis with simultaneous visualization of heart sounds and ECG
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Features & Benefits:

Offering a paradigm shift in auscultation with ECG capabilities; The StethVET delivers groundbreaking technology for cardiac anomaly diagnosis:

- Crystal clear heart sounds through best-in-class audio of StethVET; taking auscultation to the next level
- Amplification of ECG and Heart Sounds on the fly
- Enables early detection of cardiac problems, Improves diagnostic accuracy at point of care
- Real-time Bluetooth transmission of ECG to smart device
- Ability to record from either StethVET or App
- Analyze individual panels of recorded waveforms for granular details
- Patented algorithms and visual alerts to enhance diagnosis
- Compact and portable form factor expands spread of cardiac testing
- Chest electrodes for vector leads
- AA Rechargeable batteries
- One Year Warranty
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